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Abstract 

Performance Evaluation of IPv6 and the Role of IPsec in Encrypting Data 

Author: Yasser Alhoaimel 

Major advisor: David O. LeVan, Ph. D. 

Objectives 

This research concentrates on IPv6 security and its technical aspects. The performance of 

IPv6 has carefully evaluated, tested, and analyzed. Beyond comparing IPv4 and IPv6 in 

terms of security, this thesis does not focus on IPv4; preferably, the priority is to 

concentrate on the security basis of IPv6. The comparison was based on previous 

researches that can be found in the references section. 

Furthermore, the role of IPsec in encrypting data is another main objective of this research 

and is specifically explained. This research demonstrates how IPsec is used in encrypting 

data so that IPv6 extension headers will be demonstrated and examined. IPv4 and IPv6 

have impacts and problems. Therefore, the end of this thesis contains an implementation, 

investigation, and examination of the problems and results with IPv4 and IPv6. 

 

Key Results 

The key results are specified in Chapters 8 and 9, which contain implementations of 

IPv4, IPv6, IPsec over IPv4, and IPsec over IPv6.  
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Computing devices with in network require a unique address – Internet Protocol 

(IP) address – for identification purposes. Since the discovery of computer 

networking the format of the IP address has been revised severally (Davies). The 

first IP address version was established in 1973 – Ipv1. Since then there have been 

numerous revisions, and currently, the most popularly used IP address version is 

(IPv4). IPv4 uses 32 bits (binary numbers) to create a unique Internet address. It is 

expressed in four numbers separated by periods, representing the four decimal 

digits of eight binary numbers, such as 212.23.51.165. Most computers use this 

format today. In sharp contrast, IPv6 uses 128 bits to create a unique Internet 

address, which is expressed in eight sets of hexadecimal numbers separated by two 

vertical dots, such as 2001:cdba:0000:0000:0000:0000:3455:6672. Number sets 

that contain zeros are often deleted to save space [1].  
 

1.2 Statement of Problem 

The exponential increase in the number of networking and computing devices 

implies that it is inevitable for individuals and organizations to transition from IPv4 
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to IPv6. Consequently, there has been increased adoption of IPv6 in most modern 

computing devices. Despite this, most ordinary users are confused and afraid about 

which version to implement. Various reasons causing the confusion exists and are 

highlighted in Chapter 4 section 4.1. The massive nowadays adoption of IPv6 is 

excellent; however, it has some negative and positive effects (covered in this 

research). Most ordinary users even organizations have the following unanswered 

questions; 

i) Should we transit to IPv6 as ordinary users or organizations? And what 

are the security challenges and threats that ordinary users might face? 

ii) What is the impact of using Dual-stack method for an organization? 

This research is therefore focused on providing elaborative answers to the stated 

questions by evaluating both protocols (IPv4 and IPv6) to demonstrate their 

associated security issues. In the research, experimental analysis on both protocols 

will be done 

 

1.3 Aims and Objective of the Research Study 

1) To test and evaluate the changes and differences in IPv4 and IPV6. 

2) Evaluate, test and carefully analyze IPv6. 

3) To compare IPv4 and IPv6 in terms of the security with a focus on IPv6 

based in previous research. 

4) To study the role of IPsec in encrypting data. 
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5) To recommend effective solution to security issues associated with 

migration to, and the use of IPv6. 

Ultimately, the research will contain an implementation, investigation, and 

examination of the problems associated with IPv4 and IPv6. The role of IPsec in 

encrypting data is described in Chapter 8 whereby IPv6 extension headers will be 

demonstrated and examined. 
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Chapter 2 

 Background 

2.1 Thesis Background  

This chapter covers the thesis’s background and what will be projected, expected, 

and delivered. It will also explain the need for the project by implementing these 

projects and discussing their issues and possible solutions. This chapter will also 

provide the bottom line for choosing this thesis as well as the thesis flow. 

 

2.2 Internet Protocol Versions 

Although most computers today use IPv4, IPv6 was created to resolve the 

exhaustion of IPv4 addresses, as a full replacement for IPv4. In fact, the sixth 

version of the Internet protocol plays an essential role in encrypting data by using 

Internet protocol security (IPsec), also known as the IP security protocol. 

Additionally, IPsec uses cryptographic algorithms to encrypt and decrypt packets, 

so the protocols are essential to secure key management and exchange [1]. 

 

2.2.1 Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) 

IPsec is an essential security aspect related to IPv6. Aaron Balchunas in his book 

Overview of IPSEC defined IPsec as “a suite of protocols, standards, and 

algorithms to secure traffic over an untrusted network, such as the Internet. IPSEC 
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is supported on both Cisco IOS devices and PIX Firewalls." He also states that 

"IPSEC provides three core services…confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and 

anti-replay." An IP address is essential for each computer that wants to get assigned 

to the Internet. Several versions of IP addresses exist. However, the commonly 

used versions nowadays are IPv4 and IPv6, which are today in simultaneous use. 

IPv4 uses a numbering format with periods such as 212.23.51.165; however, IPv6 

uses a format like 0000: 0000: 0000: 3455: 6672, which is entirely different. 

Finally, unlike IPv4, IPv6 uses IPsec to encrypt data, whereas IPsec support is an 

optional add-on in IPv4 [1]. 

 

2.3 Thesis Tools  

The below tools, operating systems, applications, and hardware are used in this 

thesis. 

 

 

 

 

Applications

Clear Terminal

PuTTY

Ostinato Packet Generator

Wireshark

Graphical Network Simulator-3
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2.4 Research Flow  

The research has four stages: 

First stage: Gathering information is the first phase of the research flow, which 

involves collecting, gathering, and researching relevant information. 

Second stage: The second stage is to have all of the critical tools, applications, 

operating systems, and programs needed for the experiments, projects, and 

implementations available and ready to use. 

Hardware

3	Cisco	Router	800

USB	3.0	to	10/100/1000	Gigabit	Ethernet	Adapter

USB	Console	Cable	Essential	Routers/Switches	for	
Laptops	in	Windows,	Mac

Opreating systems

MacOS	Mojave

Windows	10	Education
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Third stage: The third stage is to perform the experiments, projects, and 

implementations. 

Fourth stage: The fourth stage is to document the experiments, tests, projects, 

results, and implementations and ready them in an official document to be 

presented. 

To simplify these stages, Figure 1 shows the stages of the life cycle. 

 

Figure 1: Thesis Flow Stages. 

2.5 Experimental Plan  

The experimental plan is explained in the following steps. For the experiments, 

each step will be explained. 

Step 1: Configure, verify and test connectivity of IPv4 on 2 Cisco routers. 

Step 2: Configure, verify and test connectivity of IPv6 on 2 Cisco routers.  

Step 3: Configure verify and test connectivity of IPv4 & IPv4 with IPsec using 3 

Cisco routers.  

Gather	info

Specifiy	Tools,	Apps,	
OS,	Programs

implementation

Results
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Step 4: Generate traffic packets. 

Step 5: Capture the generated packets. 

Step 6: Compare the generated packets in IPv4 over IPv6 versus in IPv6 over IPv4. 

 

2.6 Scope and Constraints of the Research Study 

The research study puts strong emphasis on the problem faced by IPv6 in relation 

to the transition from IPv4. In the study, efforts will be made to determine the 

security issues associated with IPv6 and the general implementation issues. 

Therefore, the project is limited to the Internet protocol only specifically version 6. 

2.7 Research Questions 

The following are the research question that will guide the study process 

1) Is IPv6 better than the previous version? 

2) What are the security threats of using IPv6? 

3) What is the central future for IPv6? 
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4) What does the term “dual-stack” mean? 

5) When will IPv4 not be used anymore? 

6) What are the performance issues of continuing to use IPv4? 

2.8 Significance of the proposed Research 

In the study, the major problems facing the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 will be 

clearly highlighted. Furthermore, the corresponding effective solution to such 

problems will be recommended. This information is paramount since it will help 

ordinary users and organization to seamlessly transition to IPv6. The recommended 

solution to problems associated with the migration will help enhance networking 

security hence preventing network attacks and other elated vices. 
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Chapter 3 

Elements of IPv6 

3.1 Technical Aspects of IPv6 

As with any protocol, IPv6 has its own technical aspects and performance, so it is 

essential to comprehend the role of these technical aspects. Firstly, it uses long 128-

bit addresses, as compared to IPv4, which only uses 32 bits. This is important 

because only 4 billion IP addresses are currently available for use, yet the world 

population is projected to reach 9.7 billion by 2050, according to the United 

Nations [8]. IPv6 has to deal effectively with long addresses for other users to be 

connected to the Internet. Secondly, its headers are simple. IPv6 has seven fields of 

headers, which makes them very simple and easy, thus speeding up data processing 

and packet forwarding as well as improving throughput. Thirdly, it has new 

extensions that are completely capable of supporting data integrity and 

authentication. These extensions are optional, so they cannot slow down overall 

connection throughput. Another aspect is its flow labeling, which allows the 

labeling of packets from specific traffic flows for special handling from the sender, 

such as real-time service. Plug and play are one of the most important aims of IPv6, 

which supports such nodes and should be auto-configured. This feature also 

decreases the complexity of network administration [2]. Lastly, IPv6 has a 

backward ability, which is the capability of embedding IPv4 and IPv6 together in 

IPv6 addresses and upgrading routers and hosts that have not been upgraded yet. 
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3.2 Data Encryption/Protection in IPv6 

Data protection in IPv6 presents two extensions of the IPv6 header. The first is the 

Authentication Header (AH), which provides integrity control without data 

encryption but lacks data confidentiality. The other extension is Encrypted Security 

Payload (ESP) [3], which 

guaranteed integrity control and 

confidentiality of IP packets. It 

protects the IP packets’ load by 

providing payload encryption 

for messages. Importantly, ESP 

is a protocol within IPsec, and 

Figure 2 shows how the data is 

encrypted and decrypted [15]. 

Figure 2: System Model [15]. 

As Figure 2 shows, the sender performs three significant functions before sending 

packets to the Internet. It compresses the data, encrypts it, and finally computes it 

as a hash. When the Internet receives the data from the sender, it transmits the 

received packet over a public network. The receiver, in turn, has to verify the hash, 

decrypt it, and decompress it [15]. 

 

3.2.1 AH and ESP Protocols  

The AH provides services such as connectionless integrity, which defines all of the 

communications between two network endpoints so messages can actually be sent 
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from one point to another without prior arrangements. Another service is data 

origin authentication, also known as message authentication. Usually, this service 

prevents the data from being modified to ensure it is secured. The last service that 

AH provides is protection against replay attacks. This ensures that no exploits exist 

in the network, and it secures the network from replay attacks [4]. The ESP 

provides four services. Confidentiality is the first one, also known as encryption 

[4]. This service can be used with or without authentication/integrity. The other 

services are similar to those of AH: connectionless integrity, data origin 

authentication, and protection against replay attacks. To sum up, both AH and ESP 

provide connectionless integrity, data origin authentication, and protection against 

reply attacks. Both protocols may be used alone or applied in combination with 

each other. 

 

3.3 Header Format of IPv6 

 

Figure 3: Header Format of IPv6. 
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The version field shows the IP’s version number and its value of 6 (IPv6), and the 

traffic class field is for organizing the packets and dealing with the used packets 

during traffic congestion. The flow label field is used to provide special handling 

for specific flow data. Payload length shows the length of the IP packet and has 16 

bits in its field. The next header field illustrates the header, and the IPV6 header 

comes directly after it. The next header has 8 bits in its field, as shown in Figure 1. 

The next field is the hop limit, which demonstrates the highest number of hops for 

a single packet. However, this should be done during the process of transmitting 

from the source to the destination node [5]. The source address and the destination 

address fields are both 128 bits. The source address points to the Internet address of 

the source node from which the packet is transmitted, and the destination address is 

a long Internet address that also points to the arrival destination. 
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Chapter 4 

IPv6 Security Issues  

4.1 Dual-Stack Approach 

One of the most significant issues that face big businesses and organizations 

regarding IPv6 is a dual-stack network, which means running IPv4 and IPv6 

together. It is clear that dual-stack increases the network’s complexity, as nodes 

need to implement two sets of protocols. This causes network complexity and leads 

network administrators to configure different sets of protocols in their 

organizations and to force security policies for IPv4 and IPv6, which will be 

expensive for an organization or business [6]. 

4.2 NAT-Free Network Architecture  

Network address translation (NAT) provides many benefits to networks. One 

benefit is reducing host exposure post privacy and masquerading. Another benefit 

is topology hiding. IPv6 does not require NAT, which creates a firewall security 

issue [6]. 

4.3 Lack of Support  

Even though IPv6 has many features, it still has some issues with products and 

applications supporting it, such as Avid Sibelius License Server for Windows, 

Mosh for Linux, and Skype for Business. Even some routers and servers do not 

support IPv6 [6]. 
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Chapter 5 

IPv6 Security Challenges 

5.1 Threats in IPv6 Networks  

Even though IPv6 security has shown noticeable improvements, especially with 

IPsec attached to it, unlike with IPv4, for which it is an add-on, IPv6 networks still 

have some security risks and threats that can position networks to be attacked by 

hackers. Moreover, the actual threats come from IPv4, and unfortunately, no 

changes appeared in IPv6. One example of attacks that can harm both IPv4 and 

IPv6 is a sniffing attack, also known as a sniffer attack. This kind of attack has two 

types: active and passive. It involves capturing the information located at the 

network packet. Hackers use tools to inspect and interpret this stolen information. 

The primary purpose of this type of attacks is to steal Social Security numbers, IDs, 

and passwords. A destination-side employee cannot be protected even with a VPN. 

A rogue person inside a company might be sitting on either side of a site and 

capture traffic when somebody is using less secure apps [7]. 

5.2 Threats in IPv6 Routing Headers 

The specifications of IPv6 state that IPv6 nodes must be able to process the routing 

headers, as the routing headers can be used to avoid access controls, depending on 

the destination. A meddler may send some trap packets to a public network with a 

forbidden address in the victim’s network. In this particular case, the network will 

get the packet forwarded to a specific destination in the routing header, leading to a 

spoofing attack via the packet’s source address [8]. 
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Chapter 6 

IPv6: Changes and Additions 

IPv6 came out with many changes over IPv4. It has 4 significant changes, 

according to Rohit Bothra and Dilip Sai Chandra, network consulting engineers at 

Cisco, in their article "IPv6 Security Threats and Mitigations" [14]. 

 

6.1 Addresses 

One of the benefits and essential changes was that IP addresses became larger in 

which instead of having 32 bits as in the previous version, addresses became 128 

bit. This expanded the address space from 4 billion addresses to an astronomically 

large number [14]. 

 

6.2 Multiple Addresses per Host 

With IPv6, it is possible to allow a single interface with multiple addresses per 

host. The significant difference here is that IPv6 has some functions that were 

developed to automatically manage sets of addresses without human intervention 
[14]. 
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6.3 Header Fixed Length 

The header fixed length field was removed from IPv6, mainly because the IPv6 

header is always a fixed size of 40 bits, which makes each extension header 

indicate itself or a fixed size [14]. 

 

6.4 ND Instead of ARP Protocol  

The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), a famous mapping protocol, was replaced 

in IPv6 with the Neighbor Discovery (ND) protocol, due to security issues such as 

ARP spoofing, MAC flooding, and MAC duplicating. ND can use the Secure 

Neighbor Discovery (SEND) protocol, which is used to defend against hackers who 

already have a getaway to the broadcast segment via the ND [14]. 
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Chapter 7 

IPv6: Usage and Adoption 

7.1 IPv6 Usage: 

IPv6’s usage is spreading worldwide, and Google has been tracking IPv6 usage 

since 2009. The following benchmarks illustrate the great massive usage of IPv6. 

 

 

Figure 4: Massive IPv6 Usage [5]. 

Figure 4 shows the massive usage of IPv6 over the previous ten years. If we 

compare the usage in January 2009 and January 2019, we will find that there 

almost was not any usage in 2009. In sharp contrast with January 2019 usage which 

has reached to more than %25 which shows the actual percentage of the people 

who are using IPv6 nowadays. 
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7.2 IPv6 Adoption: 

According to Google tracking of IPv6, Figure 5 below shows the adoption of IPv6 

per country [5]. 

 

Figure 5: Adoption of IPv6 by Country [5]. 

Generally, Figure 5 shows that several countries have not adopted IPv6 at all. In the 

United States, IPv6 adoption has reached 34.05%, with latency/impact of 

−10ms/−0.01%. In some countries, like the United Arab Emirates, IPv6 is not 

widely deployed, and users might experience latency issues when connecting to 

IPv6-enabled websites. Other countries are starting to adopt IPv6. In Saudi Arabia, 

the adoption percentage is 14.84%, with latency/impact of 0ms/0%. 
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Chapter 8 

Deliverables and Results  

8.1 IPv4 Topology 

 

Figure 6: IPv4 Network Diagram. 

This simple network design in Figure 6 includes several network devices and 

endpoints. It will be implemented as using the following steps. 

• 2 Cisco 800 series routers. 

• 2 PCs are running the Windows operating system. 

• These two routers are connected to each other via Ethernet cable. 
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• Both endpoint devices, which are Windows machines, are connected to each 

router on the LAN interface. 

 

8.1.1 IPv4 and Its Header 

Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) is an Internet protocol used for data 

communication over different kinds of network worldwide. IPv4 is a packet format 

for communication that contains different kinds of fields. IPv4 is widely used 

because it was invented early and is easy to implement and understand. 

 

8.2 Addressing 

I. The IPv4 address has a size of 32 bits. An IPv4 address has four octets. 

Each octet has a size of 8 bits. 

II. Each IPv4 octet is separated by a period (.) symbol. 

III. IPv4 contains decimals that humans can understand easily. During data 

transmission in the backend, it works as a binary format, as a combination 

of 0s and 1s. 

IV. The binary number will determine which class of network the IP address 

belongs to. 

V. Each IPv4 address is uniquely assigned to an interface on the device that is 

part of data transmission on the network. 
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An IPv4 address is divided into two parts: the host part and the network part. For 

example, 192.168.1.1. 

11000000.10101000.00000001.00000001 (in binary format). The host part will 

determine how many hosts are available per subnet, and the network part 

determines how many subnetworks can be made for a particular subnet mask. 

Subnet Mask 

As previously described, the IPv4 address is divided into the host and network 

parts. A subnet mask is in a numerical format like an IP address and determines 

which part will be the host part and which will be a network part. In IPv4, the size 

of the subnet mask is 32 bit—the same as an IP address—and is noted in the 

following format: 255.255.255.0. A subnet mask can also be written in CIDR value 

format, ex.: /24. 

8.3 IPv4 IP Address Classes 

 

Figure 7: IP Address Class Range. 

Figure 7 shows the ranges of public IP address classes. All IPv4 addresses in 

Classes A, B, and C are publicly available IPs. Classes D and E are reserved, 

classes.  
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Figure 8: Private IP Address Range. 

Figure 8 shows the class range for private IP addresses, which are addresses that 

cannot work on the Internet and are only used for internal local area networks. 

 

 

Figure 9: IPv4 Header. 

The IPv4 header describes the format of an IPv4 packet. The size of IPv4 is 32 bit. 

An IPv4 header has 13 main content fields. 
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1) Version (4-bit): The version field indicates the version of Internet protocol 

being used. 

2) Header length (4-bit): Indicates the total size of the header. 

3) Type of service (TOS) (8 bit): The TOS field is used to carry information 

about the quality of service. 

4) Total length (16-bit): This field carries information about the total datagram 

size, including the header and data, in bytes. The minimum-length datagram is 20 

bytes (20-byte header + 0 bytes data), and the maximum is 65,535 bytes. 

5) Identifier (16-bit): This field is an identification field used to identify 

fragments of an original IP datagram uniquely.  

6) Flags	(3-bit):	This	field	is	used	to	identify	the	fragment	of	the	original	IP	

packet:	

§ Bit 0: Reserved; must be zero. 

§ Bit 1: Do not Fragment (DF). 

§ Bit 2: More fragments (MF). 

7) Fragment offset (13-bit): This field indicates the exact position of a 

fragment in the original IP packet. 

8) Time to live (8-bit): This field indicates the maximum time a datagram will 

be in an Internet system. If the value is 0, the datagram will be destroyed. The 

maximum value is 255. The value is used to avoid looping in between data 

transmissions. 

9) Protocol (8-bit): This field indicates the protocol to which the packet 

belongs to, such as the port number of ICMP. It mainly indicates the port number 

of the protocol.  

10) Header checksum (16-bit): This field is used for error checking. 

11) Source address (32-bit): This field indicates the source address (sender) of 

the packet. 
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12) Destination address (32-bit): This field indicates the destination address 

(receiver) of the packet. 

13) Options (32-bit): The size of this field is variable. 

 

8.4 IPv4 Configuration 

 

8.4.1 Router 1 Configuration  

As per the topology, FastEthernet 0/0 is connected to Router 2, and FastEthernet 

0/1 is connected to PC1 (LAN). Refer to Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: IPv4 Interface Configuration. 

1) The network 192.1.1.0/30, with subnet mask 255.255.255.252, was used on 

the outside interface facing Router 2. 

2) This will result in 2 usable IP addresses, which are used on each router 

facing one another. 

3) The /30 subnet will allow the IP block to be used efficiently, without 

wasting any extra IP addresses. 
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4) On the LAN side, a network of 172.16.1.0/24 was used, which will provide 

enough IP addresses to allocate endpoint devices like PCs, laptop, and 

printers. 

5) This LAN side IP block 256 IP addresses, with 254 usable addresses 

(172.16.1.2–172.16.1.254) and one assigned to the network IP, which in this 

case is 172.16.1.1. The broadcast IP is 172.16.1.255. 

6) In detail, in Router 1’s interface, FastEthernet 0/0 receives a statically 

configured IP address of 192.1.1.1/30 (255.255.255.252). 

7) On the LAN side, the FastEthernet 0/1 interface is statically configured with 

an IP address of 172.16.1.1 (255.255.255.0). This was the gateway for PC1 

connected to it. 

8) Finally, PC1 was configured with a static IP address of 172.16.1.2 

(255.255.255.0), and the gateway was 172.16.1.1. 

 

8.4.2 Router 2’s Configuration  

1) As per the topology, FastEthernet 0/0 was connected to Router 1, and 

FastEthernet 0/1 was connected to PC2 (LAN). Refer to Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: Router 2 Interface Configuration. 

 

2) The network 192.1.1.0/30 was used, with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.252 

on the outside interface facing Router 1. 
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3) This will provide two usable IP addresses, which were used on each router 

facing one another. 

4) By using the /30 subnet, the IP block will be used efficiently without 

wasting any extra IP addresses. 

5) On the LAN side, a network of 172.16.2.0/24 was used, which provided 

enough IP addresses to allocate to endpoint devices like PCs, laptops, and 

printers. 

6) This LAN-side IP block includes 256 IP addresses, of which 254 are usable 

IP addresses (172.16.2.2–172.16.2.254), and one goes to the network IP, 

which in this case is 172.16.2.1. The broadcast address IP is 172.16.2.255. 

7) In detail, in Router 1, the FastEthernet 0/0 interface has a statically 

configured IP address of 192.1.1.2/30 (255.255.255.252). 

8) On the LAN side, the FastEthernet 0/1 interface is statically configured with 

an IP address of 172.16.2.1 (255.255.255.0), which will be the gateway for 

PC2 connected to it. 

9) Lastly, PC1 was configured with a static IP address of 172.16.2.2 

(255.255.255.0), and the gateway was 172.16.2.1. 

 

 

8.5 IPv4 Verification 

IPv4 is going to be verified in two stages: 

1- Router-Router connectivity test 

2- Pc- to -PC connectivity test 
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It is important to know that each connectivity test is different from than the other 

for example the connectivity test between routers will be via PuTTY tool; however, 

testing the connectivity between PCs is done via the Command Prompt in 

Windows, also known as CMD. Moreover, connectivity has to be vice versa.  

8.5.1 Router-to-Router Connectivity test 

The successful Router 1 to Router 2 full ping test was conducted as per Figure 12 

below. 

 

 

Figure 12: Router 1 Ping to Router 2. 

Figure 13 shows the packet captured during the ping test from R1 to R2 using the 

Wireshark Packet capturing software. 

 

Figure 13: Packet Captured from R1 to R2. 

As Figure 13 shows, the first packet from R1 (192.1.1.1) to destination R2 

(192.1.1.2) used the ICMP protocol to request a reply from R2 (192.1.1.2). 
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Furthermore, R2 (192.1.1.2) sent a reply packet to R1 (192.1.1.1) changing the 

source and destination IP addresses from R2 (192.1.1.2) to R1 (192.1.1.1). This 

process runs continuously until the ping process ends. 

 

8.5.2 ICMP Packets 

 

Figure 14 explains the version and data type of the first ICMP packet.

 

Figure 14: ICMP IPv4 Packet. 

Figure 14 depicts how IPv4 was used for this communication, with source 

192.1.1.1 and destination 192.1.1.2. Furthermore, by expanding the ICMP protocol, 

one can see that the first packet was of a request type with a value of 8, which was 
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generated from Router 1 (192.1.1.1) to Router 2 (192.1.1.2). Lastly, a reply was 

sent from R2 to R1, as per the observation from Figure 5. 

 

8.6 PC-to-PC Connectivity Test 

Moving on to the PC1-to-PC2 end-to-end connectivity test, per the configuration, 

PC1 and PC2 received statically assigned IP addresses of 172.16.1.1 and 

172.16.2.1, respectively.  

 

Figure 15: PC 1 IP Configuration. 
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Figure 16: PC 2 IP Configuration. 

 

After initiating a ping request from PC2 to PC1, the source was PC 2 (IP 

172.16.2.2) and the destination was PC 1 (IP 172.16.1.2). There was end-to-end 

connectivity from PC2 to PC1 and vice versa. 

 

Figure 17: PC 2 Pinging PC 1. 
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Figure 18: Packet Captured from PC2 to PC1.  

As shown in Figure 18, the packet captured from PC 2 pinging PC1 shows that the 

source was 172.16.2.1 (PC2) and the destination was 172.16.1.2 (PC1). The ICMP 

packet type was 8, which means requesting a reply from PC1 for ICMP reply. In 

the second packet, PC1 sent a reply packet to PC2, thus completing the ICMP 

process. 
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8.7 IPv6 Topology 

 

Figure 19: IPv6 Network Diagram. 

Figure 19 shows the IPv6 topology and how it was implemented. This simple 

network design includes several network devices and endpoints: 

 

• 2 Cisco 800 series routers. 

• 2 PCs running the Windows operating system. 

• These two routers are connected to each other via Ethernet cable. 

Both of the endpoint devices, which are Windows machines, are connected to each 

router on the LAN interface. 
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8.7.1 IPv6 Header 

 

Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the latest revision of the Internet protocol. 

IPv6 was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force. IPv6 is basically a 

packet format for communication containing different fields. IPv6 is widely used 

because of its flexibility and was designed as an alternative to IPv4. In IPv4, the 

address spaces are limited, so IPv6 was designed to solve this problem. IPv6 allows 

more addresses compared to IPv4 because the size of IPv6 is 128 bits, which 

provides a massive number of IP addresses.  

 

The addressing mode is the mechanism of hosting and addressing on a network. 

There are three addressing modes in IPv6. 

1) Unicast: In unicast mode, the IPv6 host is uniquely identified in a network. An 

IPv6 packet contains both the source and destination addresses. An IP address 

assigned to the host’s interface is unique in the network. Unicast is a one-to-one 

connection. 

2) Multicast: In multicast mode, the packet is destined for multiple hosts using a 

single multicast address. It is a one-to-many connection.  

3) Anycast: Anycast mode was newly introduced in IPv6. In this mode, multiple 

hosts are assigned a single anycast IPv6 address. When a host wants to 

communicate with a host equipped with an anycast IP address, it sends a unicast 

message. With the help of a routing protocol, that unicast message is delivered to 

the host closest to the sender. An IPv6 address has a size of 128 bits. An IPv4 
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address has eight octets or blocks. Each octet has a size of 16 bits. Each block is 

made of a 4-digit hexadecimal number. By contrast, an IPv6 octet is separated by 

colons (:). An IPv6 address is a 128-bit address in hexadecimal form. An IPv6 

address is lengthy compared to an IPv4 address. 

Example: 

 

Figure 20: Typical IPv6 Address for a Device (Host). 

Global unicast (public address): The global unicast address is the same as an 

IPv4 public address. It can be used for Internet data communication and 

transmission. Global unicast addresses in IPv6 are globally identifiable and 

uniquely addressable. Example: 2000::/3 

 

Figure 21: Global Unicast Address. 

Link-local (unique in the subnet): A link-local address is an IPv6 address that can 

be automatically configured on any interface using the link-local prefix FE80. The 
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first 16 bits of the address is always set to FE80 (1111 1110 1000 0000). The next 

48 bits are set to 0. Example: FE80::/64. 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Link-Local Address. 

Unique-local (private address): A unique local address is the same as a private IP 

address in IPv4. This type of address is globally unique but can be used in a local 

area network. A unique local address always starts with LD. Example: FL00::/8. 

 

 

Figure 23: Unique-local (private address). 

Shortened notation in IPv6: 

 

0000: = 0 

:000a: = a 

:C000: = C 

:0000:0000: = a 
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8.7.2 IPv6 Configuration 

 

Router 1 Configuration: 

As per the topology, FastEthernet 0/0 is connected to Router 2, and FastEthernet 

0/1 is connected to PC1 (LAN). Refer to Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Router 1 IPv6 Interface Configuration. 

An IPv6 address of 2000::1/64 was given to the outside interface facing Router 2. This 

address is a globe unicast IPv6 address, which is used as a public IP address over the 

Internet. On the LAN side is an IPv6 network address of fc00:A::1/64, which will 

provide enough IP addresses to allocate to endpoint devices like PCs, laptops, and 

printers. This LAN-side IP address is a unique-local IPv6 address, which was used as a 

private IP address on the internal side of the network. In detail, in Router 1, the 

FastEthernet 0/0 interface had a statically configured IP address of 2000::1/64. On the 

LAN side, the FastEthernet 0/1 interface was statically configured with an IP address of 

fc00:A::1/64, which was the gateway for PC1 connected to it. Lastly, PC1 was 

configured with a static IP address of fc00:A::2/64 and a gateway of fc00:A::1. 
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Router 2 Configuration: 

As per the topology, FastEthernet 0/0 was connected to Router 1, and FastEthernet 

0/1 was connected to PC2 (LAN). Refer to Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25: Router 2 IPv6 Interface Configuration. 

An IPv6 address of 2000::2/64 was assigned to the outside interface facing Router 

2. This is a global unicast IPv6 address, which is used as a public IP address over the 

Internet.	On the LAN side was the IPv6 network fc00:B::1/64, which provided 

enough IP addresses to allocate to endpoint devices like PCs, laptops, and printers. 

This LAN-side IP address is a unique-local IPv6 address, which was used as the private IP 

address on the internal side of the network. In detail, in Router 1, the FastEthernet 0/0 

interface had a statically configured IP address of 2000::2/64. On the LAN side, the 

FastEthernet 0/1 interface was statically configured with an IP address of fc00:B::1/64, 

which was the gateway for PC1 connected to it. Lastly, PC1 was configured with a 

static IP address of fc00:B::2/64, and the gateway was fc00:B::1. 

 

 8.7.3 IPv6 Verification 

IPv6 is going to be verified in two stages: 
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1- Router-Router connectivity test. 

2- Pc- to -PC connectivity test. 

The successful Router 1 to Router 2 ping test and vice versa were conducted as per 

Figure 26. 

 

 

Figure 26: Router 1 to Router 2 Ping Test and Vice Versa. 

PC-to-PC Connectivity Test: 

Then, an end-to-end connectivity test from PC1 to PC2 was conducted. As per the 

configuration, PC1 and PC2 received statically assigned IP addresses of fc00:A::2 

and fc00:B::2, respectively. 
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Figure 27. PC 1 IPv6 Configuration. 

 

Figure 28: PC 2 IPv6 Configuration. 

Once the ping request was initiated from PC1 to PC2, the source was PC 1 (IP 

fc00:a::2), and the destination was PC 2 (IP fc00:b::2). There was end-to-end 

connectivity from PC1 to PC2 and vice versa. 
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Figure 29: End-to-end connectivity from PC1 to PC2 

 

Figure 30: End-to-end connectivity PC 2 Pinging PC 1. 
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Figure 31: Packet Captured from PC1 to PC2. 

 

As per Figure 30, while capturing the packet from PC 1 pinging PC2, the source 

was observed to be fc00:a::2 (PC1), and the destination was fc00:b::2 (PC2). The 

ICMPv6 packet type was 128, which means requesting a reply from PC2 for an 

ICMPv6 reply. In the second packet, PC2 sent a reply packet to PC1, thus 

completing the ICMPv6 process. 

 

8.8 IPv4 vs. IPv6 

As it is known, there are two versions of IP are currently available: IPv4 and IPv6. 

IPv6 is known as the new internet protocol and was upgraded version due to the 

spacing issue in IPv4. The major difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is address size. 

IPv4’s size is 32 bits, whereas IPv6’s size is 128 bits. IPv4’s header contains 13 
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fields, while IPv6’s fixed header contains eight fields. IPv6 addresses are four 

times larger than those of IPv4, but its headers are only two times larger [7]. 

Currently, few IPv4 public IP addresses are available, but IPv6 has a vast number 

of public IP addresses available. IPv4 generates 4.29 x 109 unique IP addresses, 

while IPv6 generates 3.4 x 1038 unique IP addresses. Currently, no new IPv4 IP 

addresses are available for use. The last block of IPv4 addresses was sold in 2011. 

IPv6 is a solution for today’s problem of lack of new IP addresses and provides a 

large number of IP addresses [4]. 

 

8.8.1 Addressing  

An IPv4 address is 32 bits in size and contains four octets. Every octet has a size of 

8 bits. An IPv6 address is 128 bits in size and contains 16 octets divided into eight 

parts. IPv4 octets are separated by periods, whereas IPv6 octets are separated by 

colons [6]. 
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Figure 32: IPv4 vs. IPv6 (Addressing). 

8.8.2 Header 

The main differences between headers in IPv4 and IPv6 are in the size and number 

of fields available in the packet format. 

 

 

Figure 33: IPv4 and IPv6 (Headers). 
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As it is represented in figure 32, an IPv4 packet is made of 13 main fields and one 

optional field. The optional field is variable in size, depending on the data. The fields 

common to IPv4 and IPv6 are the IP version, source address, and destination address.  

 

8.9 Features of IPv4 and IPv6 

 

8.9.1 Features of IPv4 

1) An IPv4 address uses less memory compared to IPv6 because the size of an 

IPv4 address is 32 bits, while that of IPv6 is 128 bits. 

2) An IPv4 address is accessible to remember compared to an IPv6 address, 

which is in hexadecimal form. 

3) IPv4 provides the NAT feature, which is not available in IPv6. 

4) IPv4 is supported by millions of devices, including devices used in the 1970s 

and 1980s. 

5) IPv4 supports variable length subnet mask (VLSM), which is not available in 

IPv6. 

6) IPv4 headers include a checksum field, which is used for error checking. 

7) Connectionless protocol. 

 

8.10 Features of IPv6 

1) IPv6 provides a large address space.  
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2) IPv6 provides built-in security. Every IPv6 packet is encrypted because it 

provides an IPsec header. 

3) There is no need for NAT/PAT. 

4) Internet control message protocol version 6 (ICMPv6) messages are sent in 

IPv6 packets, unlike IPv4, for which ICMPv4 is a separate protocol. 

5) IPv6 supports anycast, which allows a single IP address to be assigned to 

multiple interfaces in a network. 

6) IPv6 supports auto-configuration, which means the host does not require 

manual configuration. This is not available in IPv4. 

7) IPv6 supports a better quality of service. 

8) IPv6 public addresses can be used as private addresses. There are no 

limitations. 
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Chapter 9 

 9.1 Introduction to IPsec 
 

IPsec is used to communicate over insecure channels; one needs to use an IPsec 

VPN to secure communication between sites. IPsec VPN provides confidentiality, 

integrity, and authentication [2]. 

 

9.1.1 Confidentiality 

Information in transit will be kept a secret when using various encryption methods. 

This is called confidentiality. 

 

Symmetric encryption algorithm: Just like a password, a key is used to encrypt 

data during communication, and the same key (password) is used to decrypt that 

data. The two encryption method types are symmetric and asymmetric encryption. 

 

The encryption algorithms are: 

 

• Data encryption standard 

v The oldest encryption algorithm. It uses a 56-bit key to encrypt data 

and is most comfortable to break using the latest computers. 

• 3DES (triple data encryption standard) 

v This algorithm is a mix of DES using three multiples of 56-bit keys 

to make data secure. However, this method has been theoretically 

proven not to be secure. 
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• AES (advanced encryption standard) 

v This is a widely used encryption algorithm nowadays. It uses 128-, 

192-, and 256-bit keys to encrypt data. 

Asymmetric Encryption Algorithm: The asymmetric encryption algorithm uses 

the concept of public and private keys. Different keys are used to encrypt and 

decrypt data. Data encrypted using a public key can only be decrypted with a 

private key or vice versa. Two methods to implement this are digital certificates 

and RSA signatures. 

 

9.1.2 Integrity  

There is always a risk of data manipulation when data is transmitted from a source 

to a destination. Integrity ensures that when information is transferred, the value 

created in the source interface hash matches the value when it reaches the 

destination. If any alterations occur during the communication, the hash value will 

be changed, and the packet will be dropped once it arrives at the destination [2].  

 

9.1.3 Authentication 

Before any communication takes place in the VPN tunnel, both peers will share 

their IPsec attributes and keys (pre-shared or PKI certificates). This will ensure that 

traffic transmitted will be encrypted and decrypted with authenticity from both 

peers [2].   
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9.2 IPsec Protocols 

There are two types of IPsec which they are the Encapsulating Security Payload 

(ESP) and Internet Key Exchange (IKE). 

 

9.2.1 Internet Key Exchange 

The IKE protocol is used to exchange IPsec attributes between peers, including 

IPsec policies and security attributes. 

 

9.2.1.1 Internet Security Association Key Management 

Protocol Exchange 

The Internet Security Association Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) uses UDP 

port 500. This protocol is used by IKE, which is a management protocol. 

Furthermore, ISAKMP is used for attributes and critical exchange. 

 

9.2.2 Encapsulating Security Payload 

Mr. Baldev Singh states the stages and a really high definition for ESP in his paper 

named VPN Free Study Material “ISAKMP is mostly used for exchanging initial 

attributes between peers. For authentication, a pre-shared key (PSK) was used. 

Then, the main ESP work will start. There are three things: the key, the data, and 

the external IP header. 
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Security Parameter Index (SPI): Both devices create a hash of the security policy 

database” Mr. Singh said [26].  

Moreover, based on Mr. Singh’s work, in his paper, ESP stages operates the 

following: [26]. 

Þ A key will be applied into the hash algorithm located in ESP 

Þ A Data then has to be applied into the hash algorithm located in ESP  

Þ The hash product will be gotten by ESP (ICV).  

Þ The ESP in turn is going to take the same exact data that were used for 

hashing in order to create a packet PDU. 

Þ Next, the PDU packet is going to be encapsulated within ESP header 

which include the ICV. 

Þ Within an external IP header, the ESP header is going to be encapsulated. 

Þ The ISP will deliver the packet from R1 to R2  

Þ The packet is going to be received by R1. 

Þ A separation will be applied into R2 in terms of the data, the external IP 

header, and the ESP. 

Þ The R2 is going to apply its key into the hash algorithm. 

Þ R2 applies data into the hash algorithm. 

Þ R2 receives (ICV). 

Þ R2 compares ICV with R1’s ICV, which is in the ESP header. 

Þ In case the hashes were matched, the data packet has to be approved. If 

not, then the data packet has to be dropped. 
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The graphical representation below will be helpful for understanding [26]. 
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9.3 IPv4/IPsec Topology  

 

 

Figure 34: IPsec IPv4 Network Diagram. 

In Figure 33, Router 1 and Router 2 are connected to the Internet. These two 

routers are located in different locations and want to communicate securely using 

the Internet, to which they are connected. Furthermore, the Internet is not always a 

secure place, and somebody might be spying on the data going through the Internet. 

VPN technology is used to mitigate this issue, including IPsec, which encapsulates 

the original data, so that if someone is capturing data on the Internet, he or she will 
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be unable to see the original data, as it will have been encrypted by IPsec. In detail, 

PC1 wants to communicate securely with PC2, which is in a different location. 

Note: internet in the topology means another router has L3 acting like an internet. 

 

9.3.1 IPsec Configuration 

 

Figure 35: IPsec Using IPv4 Configuration on R1. 

As per the above figure, the basic inside and outside configurations were first 

configured, based on the topology on Figure 34. Then, the ISAKMP policy was 

configured on Router 1, using the variables with which the IPsec tunnel was 

created between R1 and R2. After that, a crypto key named Cisco was used to 

encrypt and decrypt the packets. This key should be matched on both routers to 

create a tunnel. If the key is mismatched on any of the routers, the IPsec VPN will 

not work. Furthermore, an extended access-list named 101 was created, to connect 

the internal networks of both R1 and R2 to use an IPsec tunnel during 
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communication. Lastly, a crypto map named test was created, in which the created 

IPsec variables were inserted: 

o Transform set (Encryption type AES & hash SHA) 

o Peer IP, of R2’s outside interface at 102.1.1.100 

o Match access-list 

The crypto map was implemented on the outside interface of R1, which will initiate 

a tunnel from R1. 

 

 

Figure 36: IPsec Using IPv4 Configuration on R2. 

In the above configuration for R2 in Figure 35, all things will be the same as for 

R1 except for the initial configurations of the outside and internal interfaces. 

Apart from that, during the crypto configuration, the peer IP was changed to 

R1’s outside-facing interface at 101.1.1.100, and the access-list was changed to 
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allow R1 LAN traffic to communicate with R2’s LAN. Eventually, the crypto 

IPsec tunnel started by inserting the crypto map command on the outside 

interface of R2. 

 

9.3.2 IPsec/IPv4 Verification and Execution 

PC1 (192.168.101.100) should ping PC2 (192.168.102.100), and the traffic should 

be encrypted as well. This was divided into three parts. Firstly, this thesis will show 

the unencrypted traffic, as no VPN IPsec tunnel had been established. Secondly, the 

tunnel was created; lastly, this thesis will examine the traffic that was encrypted. 

 

Figure 36 shows the ICMP traffic between R1 and R2 before establishing the IPsec 

VPN tunnel between both routers. The protocol and its information are visible. 
 

 

Figure 37: Unencrypted Traffic between PC1 and PC2 
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Figure 38: PC1 Pings PC2. IPv4/IPsec 

Moving on to the next step, IPsec variables were shared between the routers to 

verify each other’s information via ISAKMP. Furthermore, if the data matches, 

IPsec creates a tunnel between them to exchange encrypted data. 

 

 

Figure 39: IPsec Attributes Exchanged between R1 and R2. 
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Figure 38 shows that R1 and R2 used ISAKMP to exchange IPsec attributes, 

including the encryption algorithm, hash algorithm, authentication type, DH group, 

and tunnel life in seconds. If this information matches on both routers, an IPsec 

tunnel is built, and the traffic exchange between both the sites is encrypted. 

Eventually, the traffic was encrypted, based on Figure 39 showing PC1 pinging 

PC2. 

 

Figure 40: Encrypted ICMP Traffic between R1 and R2. 

When PC1 pinged PC2 using the ICMP protocol, data was encapsulated inside the 

ESP packet; thus, the original data was encrypted. Nobody can determine the type 

of data being transferred. 
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 9.4 IPv6/IPsec Topology 

 

Figure 41: IPsec IPv6 Network Diagram. 

The topology of Figure 40 is similar to IPv4, with the only difference being that it 

uses IPv6 instead of IPv4. In detail, PC1 wants to communicate securely to PC2 on 

the other side, which is in a different location, using IPv6 and IPsec VPN. Note that 

the only difference between using IPsec on IPv4 and IPv6 is in the commands used 

in the Cisco router. The IPsec terminology is the same as for IPv4, although the 

packets will be verified using IPv6. 
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9.4.1 IPv6/IPsec Configuration 

 

 

Figure 42: Router 1 IPsec Configuration. 

As per Figure 41, the primary IPv6 IP address was first configured in the inside and 

outside interfaces. Then, the ISAKMP policy was configured on Router 1, which 

have the attributes from determining which IPsec tunnel is being created between 

R1 and R2. After that, a crypto keyring named Cisco was created with the 

password "cisco@123," which was used to encrypt and decrypt the packets. This 

key should be matched on both routers to create a tunnel. The IPsec VPN might not 

work if the key is mismatched on any of the routers. Furthermore, routing protocol 
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EIGRP AS no. 100 was used to advertise the internal network in the IPsec VPN 

tunnel. Lastly, Tunnel Interface 0 was created, which was used as the entrance and 

exit of the tunnel. This tunnel included the following: 

o An IP address of the tunnel source and destination 

o IPsec variables 

§ IPsec mode 

§ IPsec profile 

o Route advertising for the internal network using EIGRP 100. 

To advertise the R1 LAN subnet on the IPsec tunnel using router EIGRP 100, 

EIGRP of the tunnel interface was enabled, followed by on the LAN interface—in 

this case, FastEthernet 1/0. 

 

 

Figure 43: Router 1 IPsec Configuration. 
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As per the above configuration on R2 in Figure 42, all things were the same as with 

R1, except for the initial configurations of the outside and internal interfaces. Apart 

from that, during the crypto configuration, the tunnel source and destination 

changed according to R2’s interfaces. 

 

9.4.2 IPv6/IPsec Verification and Execution 

PC1 (192:168:101::100) should ping PC2 (192:168:102::100), and the traffic 

should be encrypted as well. All of the steps were similar to those using IPv4. The 

only differences were that the source and destination were changed to IPv6 IP 

addresses.  

 

Figure 43 shows the ICMPv6 traffic between R1 and R2 before the IPsec VPN 

tunnel was established between both routers. The protocol and its information are 

visible. 

 

	

Figure 44: Unencrypted Traffic between PC1 and PC2. 
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Figure 45: PC1 Pinging PC2 (IPv6/IPsec) 

Moving to the next step, the IPsec variables were shared between both routers to 

verify each other’s information via ISAKMP. Furthermore, if the data matches, 

IPsec creates a tunnel between the routers and exchange encrypted data. 

 

Figure 46: IPsec Attributes Exchanged between R1 and R2. 

In Figure 44, similarly to IPv4, IPv6 exchange of IPsec attributes was done using 

ISAKMP, which included the encryption algorithm, hash algorithm, authentication 
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type, DH group, and tunnel life in seconds. If this information matches on both 

routers, an IPsec tunnel created, and the traffic exchange between both sites is 

encrypted. Eventually, the traffic was encrypted, based on the below figure 

showing PC1 (192:168:101::100) pinging PC2 (192:168:101::100). 

 

 

Figure 47: Encrypted ICMP Traffic between R1 and R2. 

When PC1 pinged PC2 using the ICMP protocol, the data was encapsulated inside 

the ESP packet; thus, the original data became encrypted. Nobody could determine 

the type of data being transferred. 

 

9.5 Performance and Measurement 

After configuring and verifying the previous protocols, testing the performance and 

the measurement is a fundamental step to measure protocol’s performance, so in 
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sections 9.5.1, 9.5.2, 9.5.3, and 9.5.4, we are going to generate traffic packets and 

send them end-to-end between each protocol using Ostinato program. 

 

9.5.1 IPv4 

 
In figure 48, the packet generator 

showed the Successful sent and 

received Bvets. For more 

information refer to Appendix B for 

more information. 

 

Figure 48:  Successful Bvets of 42720 were sent. (IPV4) 

 
 

 
In Figure 49, there is a successfully 

sent packet which illustrates the source 

and destination. We here used the 

ICMP, also known as a testing 

protocol. 
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Figure 49: Packet analyzer Wireshark (IPV4). 

 

 
Figure 50: IO Graph input for IPv4. 

The IO graph standard input for IPv4 packets illustrates two main factors; the first 

one is packets/1 second, and the other one is the time in second, so we are testing 

packets sent over end-to-end points which as it is explained in our topology in 

figure 6. The packets were generated using the mentioned tool for generating traffic 

packets. Moreover, the IO graph also shows the considerable jump in second of 60 

and about 9 packets were 1 second were sent. 
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9.5.2 IPv6 

Figure 50, shows the 

successful sent and received 

frames in IPv6 End-to-End 

which is between PC1 and 

PC2. For more information 

about the frames refer to 

Appendix B. 

Figure 51: Port statistics for IPv6 sent and received frames. 

 
 

Figure 51, illustrates the sent 

packets between end-to-end 

points. It also shows the source 

and destination as well as showing 

the version of IP which is IPV6. 

 

Figure 52: Packet analyzer Wireshark (IPV6). 
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Figure 53: IO Graph input for IPv6. 

The Wireshark IO graph represents the packets were sent in IPv6. Compared to 

IPv4 there was a difference which the speed of the process plays an essential role 

here. For instance, in IPv4 the jump began in 60 same as in IPv6, but the difference 

is that the packets per second have reached 10 approximately. However, in IPv4 it 

was only 9 packets per second. 
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9.5.3 IPv4/IPsec 

The packet generator in 

figure 52, represents 

the successful sent and 

received frames. For 

more information refer 

to Appendix B. 

 

Figure 54: Packet Generator of IPv4/IPsec. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 55, is representing the 

generated packets in 

Wireshark. It also confirms 

that our protocol is IPsec 

since it shows ESP. 

 

 

Figure 55: Packet Analyzer of IPv4/IPsec. 
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Figure 56: IO Graph input for IPv4/IPsec 

 

The I/O graph shows the ESP packets captured by Wireshark for IPv4/IPsec. There 

seems to be some exciting fact that using IPv4/IPsec can slow the speed of sending 

and receiving packets. In IPv4 Figure 50, packets per 1 second have reached more 

than 9 packets per 1 second; however, in sharp contrast when using IPv4/IPsec 

which as it is shown in the graph it takes more than 1.75 per second.  

Furthermore, since the ESP provides connectionless data integrity and data origin 

authentication for IP datagrams, this can cause the packets to be delivered late. 

Therefore, in the figure 56 we can see frequency and how it is being delayed. With 

knowing that these packets are being put in a tunnel that was created by R1 and R2, 

and these packets are encrypted as well. 
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9.5.4 IPv6/IPsec 

 
In here we are generating traffic 

packets to send them end-to-end, 

however, in here it is going to be 

IPv6/IPsec. It shows the received 

and sent frames to refer to 

Appendix B for more information. 

 

Figure 57: Packets Generator IPv6/IPsec. 

 

The packet analyzer in figure 55, shows our generated packets between our end-to-

end point. 

 

 
Figure 58: Packet analyzer of IPv6/IPsec. 
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Figure 59: IO Graph input for IPv6/IPsec 

In figure 59, there is a representation of packets per second and time. It shows the 

considerable difference using IPv4/ IPsec and IPv6/IPsec. The main difference here 

is the speed of packets per second. In IPv4/ IPsec it was able to get 1.75 packets per 

second in about 15 seconds; however, here it can get 4.8 packets per second every 

30 seconds. 

Moreover, looking at figure 59 and 58, there seem to be quit difference in terms of 

receiving and sending the packets as well as the speed. Regardless that IPv4 is less 

complex it is also a little faster than IPv4. It seems that main cause of that is the 

complexity of IPv6 is leading cause of the slow.  
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Chapter 10 

10.1 Discussion and Future Work 

After examining, testing, and evaluating both IPv4 and IPv6, a firm conclusion is 

that transitioning from IPv4 to IPv6 is a difficult decision. There is no other 

solution in this particular case, which leads to a fundamental question: are we going 

to give up IPv4 soon? The answer is not at all. Even though IPv4 addresses is run 

out, that does not mean we do not need it anymore. There is no way that IPv4 will 

be dropped since millions of legacy IPv4-only Internet devices will exist shortly.  

However, IPv4 might be neglected by new devices, which means that the upcoming 

phones, computers, and other devices might only work with IPv6, leading to 

decreased use of IPv4. Besides, If the Internet is primarily IPv6 and a user uses 

only IPv4, the user has to use NAT, which introduces latency and performance 

problems, so this is the first impact of keep using IPv4. 

After implementing both IPv4 and IPv6 weather with IPsec or without it, we 

thought that IPv6 would be faster than IPv4 in case of sending and receiving the 

packets from and between PCs and routers. However, they were both the same in 

term of speed and usage. The only difference between them is the complexity 

which IPv6 is more involved in terms of the implementation part states in Chapter 

7 and 8.  

The implementation section shows that IPv6 itself has more command lines to be 

implemented as it is shown in figures 24, 25 and 26, but IPv4 is less complexity 

having natural command lines in case of the implementation as it is illustrated in 
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figures 10, 11 and 12.  In conclusion, as the results and deliverables state in chapter 

7 and 8, implementing several protocols in a real lab environment was helpful and 

useful to test the performance of each protocol. As well as having each protocol 

evaluated to know the results of it, so the implementations state in chapter 7 and 8 

were able to summarize and cover the analytical aspects of the two famous 

protocols IPv4 and IPv6 and having them tested, configured, and verified with 

IPsec.   

In the future, we are going to focus on IPsec, its packets, and the technical parts of 

it, and we will be implementing IPv6/IPsec in a large lab environment like an 

organization or university with different types of routers and switches; as well as 

testing the evaluation and performance of it in each router used. 
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Appendix A   

 
Configurations and Verifications 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Interface                  IP-Address      OK? Method Status                Prot                                                                             
ocol 
FastEthernet0              unassigned      YES unset  up                    up                                                                                
FastEthernet1              unassigned      YES unset  up                    down                                                                              
FastEthernet2              unassigned      YES unset  up                    down                                                                              
FastEthernet3              unassigned      YES unset  up                    down                                                                              
FastEthernet4              unassigned      YES NVRAM  down                  down                                                                              
Vlan1                      unassigned      YES unset  up                    up   
 
FastEthernet0          [up/up] 
    unassigned 
FastEthernet1          [up/down] 
    unassigned 
FastEthernet2          [up/down] 
    unassigned 
FastEthernet3          [up/down] 
    unassigned 
FastEthernet4          [down/down] 
    FE80::82E0:1DFF:FEF5:4CA4 
    2000::2 
Loopback1              [up/up] 
    FE80::82E0:1DFF:FEF5:4CA0 
    2001:B::2 
Vlan1                  [up/up] 
    unassignedR1#sh run | s route 
ipv6 route ::/0 2000::2 
R1#config t 
Enter configuration commands, one per line.  End with CNTL/Z. 
R1(config)#no ipv6 route ::/0 2000::2 
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Appendix B  

 Performance and Measurement of Packets 

 

 
IPv4: 
Frame Receive Rate (fps) 0 
Bvtes Received: 26095 
Bvtes sent:  42720 
 
IPv6: 
Frames Received: 563 
Frames sent:  1205 
 
 
IPv64IPsec 
Frames Received: 527 
Frames sent:  145 
 
 
IPv6/IPsec 
Frames Received: 527 
Frames sent:  274 
 


